SAF DESIGN IN DEPTH 2016 SERIES
INNOVATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE

TEEN WORKSHOP | DENSE AND LIVABLE
04.02.16 11:00am - 1:00pm | At Weber Thompson
225 Terry Ave N Suite 200
Seattle’s population is booming! At this interactive teen
workshop we will explore how other cities have increased in
density to accommodate newcomers. Youth will work in teams
alongside architects, to build models and design their own
affordable and livable housing solutions!
Ages 11-16
WANT DISCOUNTED TICKETS TO LECTURES AND
TOURS?
BECOME A MEMBER!
SAF members receive discounts on all programs and special
members only opportunities. By supporting SAF, members
provide a valuable resource that helps shape our community.
Whether we’re inspiring potential young architects to develop
solutions to social issues or educationg the general public
on critical community development topics, SAF is fostering a
deeper understanding of the built environment. Join us. Shape
Seattle!

THE NEW REGIONALISM

NORTHWEST
DESIGN
Tues 03.15.16 | Center for Architecture & Design
Reception 5:30-6:30, Lecture 6:30 – 8:00PM

In a region where design focuses on environmentalism and
sustainability, how will our deﬁnition of regionalism evolve amid an
inﬂux of new ideas associated with Seattle’s growth? Which regional
design concepts will remain the same and which design rules will
evolve? Join us as we explore what it means to design within the
context of changing rules, demographics, and deﬁnitions of home &
life in the Paciﬁc Northwest.
FEATURING:
BRADLEY KHOURI
B9Architects

JAIME GILLIN
GRAY Magazine

MARY JOHNSTON
Johnston Architects

MICHELLE LANKER,
MODERATOR
Lanker Design

Visit us online or call 206.667.9184 to learn more.

RON ROCHON
Miller Hull Partnership

SEATT LEA R C HIT EC T U R E.O R G

>> Share your notes and photos from tonight’s lecture #DesignInDepth
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UPCOMING LECTURES:
APRIL 19: Recycled Sites | ADAPTIVE REUSE
MAY 17: Rooted in Seattle | GLOBAL DESIGN
JUNE 21: Best Laid Plans | URBAN PLANNING

THE NEW REGIONALISM

NORTHWEST DESIGN | PANELISTS
BRADLEY KHOURI
b9 architects
Bradley Khouri, AIA, is the Principal and founder of b9 architects
inc. in Seattle, Washington. Bradley has served on the Board of
Directors of AIA Seattle and Design in Public as well as on the
Seattle Planning Commission. Bradley teaches Architectural Design
studios part-time at the University of Washington, College of Built
Environments and serves on juries regularly. Bradley has lectured
on topics including the relationship between BIM and small practice,
density and housing, material sourcing and sustainability as well as community development and
social connectivity in b9’s work.
Bradley received his Master of Architecture at Harvard University in 1996 and B.A. at Washington
University in 1992.
Outside of b9, Bradley spends time with family and friends, advocating for critical urban design
issues and skiing whenever there is enough powder.

MARY JOHNSTON
Johnston Architects
Mary is an architect who has worked in Seattle for 30 years. Mary
and her husband and architectural partner Ray Johnston founded
Johnston Architects in 1991. Their eclectic portfolio includes
libraries, multi-family projects, commercial projects, single family
homes, ﬁre stations, health care facilities and even an animal shelter.
Mary is past Chair of the Seattle Design Commission and former
member of the Seattle Public Art Advisory Committee. Mary is
currently the President of AIA Seattle. She has taught studio design classes at the University of
Washington and reinforces in her students the obligation of architects to be active citizens and
use their skills to make their community better.
Mary was elected to the AIA College of Fellows in 2008.

RON ROCHIN
Miller Hull Partnership
Ron Rochon has 20 years of design experience and serves as
Managing Partner of The Miller Hull Partnership. He also serves
as sustainability and technology leader at the ﬁrm, where his
career-spanning passion for exploring how architecture impacts
the signiﬁcant role buildings play in carbon emissions and carbon
management informs design solutions incorporating science and
technology. His vision and leadership in advancing processes and
systems that facilitate research and computer based modeling is integral to solving complex high
performance design problems. In addition to his oversight roles, Ron serves as a Partner-inSAF 2016 DESIGN IN DEPTH SERIES – INNOVATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE

Charge on several projects, including the recently completed Bullitt Center in Seattle – a Living
Building that satisﬁes its own energy, water and waste needs, and widely considered the most
energy efﬁcient commercial ofﬁce building in the U.S. He was elevated to the AIA `College of
Fellows in 2015. Ron earned both Bachelor of Architecture and Master of Architecture degrees
at the University of Washington.

JAIME GILLIN
GRAY Magazine
Jaime Gillin is the Director of Editorial & Content Strategy at GRAY
Magazine, North America’s only media dedicated exclusively to
design centered on the Paciﬁc Northwest. In this role, she helms
GRAY’s print and digital magazines, oversees content and brand
strategy, and develops programming, partnerships, and events
that celebrate and reﬂect the intellect and culture of leading
design in this region. Established in 2011, GRAY presents the best
in interiors, architecture, fashion, art, and design—encouraging a global audience of more than
1 million designers and consumers to look to the Paciﬁc Northwest for sourcing, inspiration,
and leadership. Before working for GRAY, Gillin was Deputy Editor of Dwell Magazine in San
Francisco, and before that she was a freelance journalist, traveling the world and writing about
design, culture, and travel—and the places they intersect—for publications including the New
York Times, Travel + Leisure, and Elle Decor, among others. In 2012, she was named one of “10
Design Tweeters to Know Right Now” by the Hufﬁngton Post.

MICHELLE LANKER, MODERATOR
Lanker Design
Michelle started Lanker Design LLC in 2013 after working for large
corporate ﬁrms for the ﬁrst 13 years of her career. She wanted to
focus on the projects that she felt were the most impactful both
for her and her clients. Michelle worked on everything from K-12
Schools to boutique retail projects early in her career and as a sole
practitioner has applied that experience to new project types like
custom sustainable residential design and eco-friendly agricultural
design while working for clients like Rogue Creamery in southern Oregon.
Michelle grew up in Ohio and attended college at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville where
she graduated with a Bachelor of Architecture degree in 2000. She has lived in three distinct
regions in this country and she considers the time spent in each of these regions, along with the
domestic and international travel she has been lucky enough to experience, a very important
part of her perspective on life that includes devotion to family and friends, great respect for
many different cultures, and stewardship for the environment. She now calls Seattle home and
lives with her husband and two dogs in the Capitol Hill neighborhood part of the time and on a
ﬂoating home in Lake Union for the other part. In her free time she enjoys volunteering with great
organizations like SAF, exploring with her dogs, and biking anywhere and everywhere both for
work and for pleasure.
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